The Leading Professorship and the Fellowship

The Leading Professor Miguel Angel Sanchez-Rey [*The Grandmaster, The Master of Space-Time*]

The Academy of Advance Science and the Technological Sciences
The fellowship is an association of scientists, in the United Kingdom and the Commonwealth, that seek to communicate progress in the natural sciences (as implemented by the Royal Society Charter). Encouraging traditional meritocracy, the fellowship is indicative of academic prestige. Yet as a premier learned society, the fellowship aims to assert themselves as the gate keepers in the natural sciences (validating scientific results and proclaiming scientific achievement).

By nature, public intellectuals: the fellowship of the Royal Society has been relatively moderate in their viewpoints about the natural sciences. Yet radical science has exposed the fellowships culpability to political radicalism -- applying extreme tactics that furthers neo-Fascist policies that are in opposition to the Magna Carta.

For those reasons, the fellowship poses external risks to the leading professorship. While the fellowship is motivated by class consciousness, the leading professorship mandate is to commit righteous acts. Though British affairs is the paradigm of the fellowship, the leading professorship oversees The Academy of Advance Science and the Technological Sciences: a global scientific academy that aims to impart leadership position to achieve strategic ends. Yet as the
fellowship is devoted to a monarchal traditional system, the leading professorship is incline to political federalism. Whereas the fellowship is of competence to the natural sciences, the leading professorship is of higher qualification to the sciences. Even then the fellowship is irrelevant to long-term global military interests. The fellowships contemporary motives are to promote both the British system and to protect neo-capitalist meritocracy, for purposes that are non-democratic.

Incapable of authoritative action, the fellowships strength lies in its capacity for scientific advocacy. While the leading professorship is to carry out its giving mandate to reach a logical conclusion that is consistent with scientific procedure. Modeling itself as a powerhouse, the fellowship lacks the discipline and the impetus to motivate the scientific process to its schematic consequence.

The fellowship is of little concern to the leading professorship. Boundaries are to be enforce and indirect means is to be implemented to secure its mandate. Stressing such mandate, the fellowship is both incapable of long-term strategic planning and a liability to the ranking system.
The Leading Professorship is design for top-military scientists that have completed the PHPR Protocol (further stipulated by both The Guiding Principle and Procedural 6th). Yet the fellowship is entitled to recommend candidacy (once the utmost requirements are satisfied). Once the leading scholar is selected, he and/or she is granted the professorship until such stipulation (or the utmost requirements) is violated.

When such stipulation (or the utmost requirements) is violated, the fellowship is denied any further selection of candidacy until disciplinary action is completed by their prospective war-college, i.e., pending a long-term criminal investigation by all intelligence agencies under the jurisdiction of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) strategic command.

Upon election to the Royal Society, the leading scholar is to cease direct diplomatic channels with The Academy of Advance Science and the Technological Sciences (further implied by stipulation). Bestowing reason, clarity, and civility to its mandate by bringing academic prestige to the Royal Society (through its advocacy of the scientific process. Whereby the scientific process is indebted to an act of higher qualification).